
Kilmarnock Squad Progression Criteria 

Progression from D1 to D2  

Swimmers must be able to: 

 Streamline on front and back efficiently when pushing and turning from the wall (5 
dolphin kicks in streamline before surfacing). 

 Complete 4 x 50m Freestyle with tumble turning on a time cycle of 1.30”, breathing 
every 3rd stroke and holding the water through the recovery (balance arm) and 
displaying hip rotation when stroking.  

 Complete 4 x 50m Backstroke with tumble turning on a time cycle of 1.40” with 
efficient technique using simultaneous arm movements, hip rotation, and a strong 
leg kick 

 Complete 4 x 50m Breaststroke good timing (pull-kick- 3 second glide) on a time 
cycle of 1.50” and simultaneous leg kick. 

 Complete 4 x 25m 1. Butterfly kicking in a prone position with balance arms 2. 
Butterfly Single arm drill on a time cycle of 1.15”. Swimmers must demonstrate 
timing of the 2 beat kick with the synchronisation of the arms entering and exiting 
the water (kick hands in (up) – kick hands out (down)). 

 Complete a competent grab start using a diving block. 

Progression from D2 to D3 

Swimmers must be able to: 

 Streamline on front and back efficiently when pushing and turning from the wall (5 
dolphin kicks in streamline before surfacing and holding breathe for 3 strokes on 
freestyle and butterfly before breathing). 

 Complete 8 x 50m Freestyle with tumble turning on a time cycle of 1.15” with a 
stroke count of under 36 strokes, breathing every 3rd stroke and holding the water 
through the recovery (balance arm) and displaying hip rotation when stroking. 

 Complete 8 x 50m Backstroke with tumble turning on a time cycle of 1.20” with a 
stroke count of under 36 strokes and efficient technique using simultaneous arm 
movements and hip rotation. 

 Complete 4 x 50m Breaststroke good timing (pull-kick- 3 second glide) on a time 
cycle of 1.30” and simultaneous leg kick and good under water breaststroke 
breakouts. 

 Complete 4 x 25m Butterfly swim on a time cycle of 1”. Swimmers must 
demonstrate timing of the 2 beat kick with the synchronisation of the arms entering 
and exiting the water (kick hands in (up) – kick hands out (down). Swimmers must 
breathe every 2 strokes, lifting their head as the hands catch the water at the front 
of the stroke and on their breathing stroke have their head in the water before their 
arms pass their head. 

 Demonstrate ability to complete Individual Medley turns effectively (Fly-bk, bk-br, 
br-fs). 

 Complete a competent grab start using a diving block surfacing past 10m 

 



Progression from D3 to Junior Squad 

Swimmers must be able to: 

 Streamline on front and back efficiently when pushing and turning from the wall (5 
dolphin kicks in streamline before surfacing and holding breathe for 3 strokes on 
freestyle and butterfly before breathing). 

 Complete 8 x 50m Freestyle with tumble turning on a time cycle of 1” with a stroke 
count of under 32 strokes or under, breathing every 3rd stroke and holding the water 
through the recovery (balance arm) and displaying hip rotation when stroking. 

 Complete 8 x 50m Backstroke with tumble turning on a time cycle of 1.10” with a 
stroke count of 32 strokes or under and efficient technique using simultaneous arm 
movements and hip rotation. 

 Complete 8 x 50m Breaststroke good timing (pull-kick- 3 second glide) on a time 
cycle of 1.20” and simultaneous leg kick and good under water breaststroke 
breakouts. 

 Complete 4 x 50m Butterfly swim on a time cycle of 1.20”. Swimmers must 
demonstrate timing of the 2 beat kick with the synchronisation of the arms entering 
and exiting the water (kick hands in (up) – kick hands out (down)). Swimmers must 
breathe every 2 strokes and on their breathing stroke have their head in the water 
before their arms pass their head. 

 Complete 4 x 100m Individual Medley on a time cycle of 2.15” using either a flip 
turn or swivel hip turn from backstroke to breaststroke. 

Progression from Junior squad to Age Group squad 

Swimmers must be able to: 

 Streamline on front and back efficiently when pushing and turning from the wall (5+ 
dolphin kicks in streamline before surfacing and holding breathe for 3 strokes on 
freestyle and butterfly before breathing). 

 Complete 8 x 100m Freestyle with tumble turning on a time cycle of 1.45” with a 
stroke count of under 32 strokes per 50, breathing every 3rd stroke and holding the 
water through the recovery (balance arm) and displaying hip rotation when stroking. 

 Complete 8 x 100m Backstroke with tumble turning on a time cycle of 1.50” with a 
stroke count of under 32 strokes per 50 and efficient technique using simultaneous 
arm movements and hip rotation. 

 Complete 4 x 100m Breaststroke good timing (pull-kick- 3 second glide) on a time 
cycle of 2.00” and simultaneous leg kick and good under water breaststroke 
breakouts. 

 Complete 8 x 50m Butterfly on a time cycle of 1.15”. Swimmers must demonstrate 
timing of a strong 2 beat kick with the synchronisation of the arms entering and 
exiting the water (kick hands in (up) – kick hands out (down)). Swimmers must 
breathe every 2 strokes and on their breathing stroke have their head in the water 
before their arms pass their head. 

 Complete 8 x 100m Individual Medley on a time cycle of 2.00” using either a flip 
turn or swivel hip turn from backstroke to breaststroke, with complete under water 
breakouts on the turns. 



All Swimmers MUST attend an average of 75% attendance of compulsory training over a minimum 3-
month period before they can be considered to make a transition between squads. 

Coaches may use their discretion to determine whether the swimmer’s attitude and/or maturity 
levels are satisfactory before a swimmer can transition between squads. 

Competition Swim Eligibility: 

Stroke/Distance D1 D2 D3 Junior Age Group 

50m Backstroke      
50m Breaststroke      

50m Freestyle      

50m Butterfly *     

100m IM      

100m Backstroke      

100m Breaststroke      

100m Freestyle      

100m Butterfly      

200m IM      

200m Backstroke      

200m Breaststroke      

200m Freestyle      

200m Butterfly    *  

400m IM      

400m Freestyle      

800m Freestyle     * 

1500m Freestyle     * 

 

* - Approval must be sought from coach before entering 

ONCE A SWIMMER HAS BEEN ACCEPTED INTO ANY GIVEN SQUAD, THEY WILL SUBSEQUENTLY BE 
PART OF THAT SQUAD FOR A MINIMUM OF 12 MONTHS. MOVEMENT OF SQUADS WILL BE AT THE 
HEAD COACHES DISCRETION, WITH EXTENUATING CIRCUMSTANCES TAKEN IN TO ACCOUNT ON A 
CASE BY CASE BASIS. 


